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THE GAMMA KNIFE: DOSE AND RISK EVALUATION*
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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ABSTRACT the LGU makes it a simple machine with very few
moving parts: essentially a stereotactic frame system, a

This paper outlines a risk analysis approach designed to sliding cradle that holds the patient, and a movable
identify and assess most likely failure modes and high-risk, shielding door, the latter two being driven by a hydraulic
hum_q init)ated actions for nuclear medical devices. This system. However, much care must be taken by the gamma
app;oach is being developed under the auspices of the U.S. knife team to plan the treatment, locate and position
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear lesions, and administer the correct dose to a patient.
Material Safety and Safeguards. The methodology is
initially intended to assess risks associated with the use of Hence, the use of the gamma knife is considered to be
the Leksell Gamma Unit (LGU) or gamma knife, a gamma a human task-driven operation, and the risk assessment
stereotactic mdiosurgical device, should result in enhanced safety and reliability of such

things as procedures and training as well as of equipment.
I. INTRODUCTION The assessment methodology developed for the gamma

knife and described below should be applicable to a broader
The Leksell Gamma Unit (LGU) or gamma knife is a class of medical devices where the human interaction with

relatively new in the U.S. (1987) radiation medical device, the device is a prominent risk factor. In this sense, the
lt is used for gamma stereotactic radiosurgery of method is a prototypical model of nuclear medical device
intracranial lesions. Stereotactic radiosurgery is the use of risk assessment.
external radiation in conjunction with a stereotactic
guidance device to precisely locate and destroy intracranial II. RISK ANALYSIS ISSUES
targets.

A. Characterizing Risk
Gamma knife radiosurgery involves closed-skull,

single-treatment session irradiation of a lesion by 201 Risk is defined as the product of the probability
stationary Cobalt-60 sources geometrically arranged in the that an event occurs and some measure of the potential
radiation unit's hemispherical shielding body so that loss or consequence associated with that event. When there
collimated gamma ray beams are sharply focused at a are sufficient empi_rical data - several recorded and followed
single predetermined point (see Fig. 1). A patient's lesion treatments - the probability of a mistreatment or
is treated by precisely locating it with respect to the fixed misadministration and medical complications or
focal point of the gamma knife. Final collimation is consequences can be estimated. However, it is very
accomplished with one of four collimator helmets which important not to conflate probability of occurrence with
areaffixed to the patient's stereotactic frame. Thedesign of resultant consequences as is sometimes done in

epidemiological statements. For example, stochastic
effects have a certain probability of resulting from a given

* This work was supported by the U,S. Nuclear Regulatory exposure, whereas the risk analyst is interested in the
Commission, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and probability of a given exposure times a measure of the
Safeguards, under the Interagency Agreement DOE 40-550-75 associated consequence, i.e., stochastic effects. Without
with the U.S. Department of Energy. such distinctions it is difficult to compare medical risk

assessment methodologies to assessments in other arenas.



Measures of consequence are particularly 1) Sequence identification;
problematical for medical operations where sufficient 2) lqazardsev'aluation;
complications data are not available or where such data are 3) Event/task analysis and data collection; and
highly conditioned by the type of treatment procedure. 1 A 4) Relative rankings and risk profiles.
way to avoid the problems of measuring medical
consequences is to concentrate on measures relatively The first three stages serve to systematically identify
independent ofmedicalconsiderationssuchasthedifference elements most likely to contribute to the risk of
between the intended and the delivered total absorbed dose misadministration. The last stage provides a measure of
or the amount of unintentional radiation exposure to the the relative risk importance of each of the identified risk
patient, practitioner, or public. Thus, probability of contributors.
occurrence becomes asscx:iated with an unintentional

exposure event and consequence is the magnitude of the Even though each stage requires its own analysis
unintended deviation, techniques and tools, the stages are not independent. The

methodology starts at stage one and works down the list,
Measuring consequences in this objective way has but at each stage there should be iterative inputs to

additional benefits. It keeps the analysis of unintentional previous and subsequent stages. In this way the total
mistakes separate from judgements about medical art and analysis is thorough, balanced, and self-consistent. Subject
practice: the risk issue becomes whether the prescription, matter experts, anecdotal, and documented information
as formulated by the physician, is faithfully rendered, should be used, as is possible, at every stage of the
Also, measuring consequence in terms of unintended methodology.
deviations provides a simple metric for the ranking of
consequences. NRC regulators only ne_xxlbe concerned with A. Identifying Risk Elements
ensuring that the frequency and magnitude of unintended
deviations are kept as low as reasonably achievable The first stage is to define the problem to be
(ALARA). analyzed. This involves selecting the series of events or

process to be evaluated. The selection requires familiarity
B. Analyzing Risk with the system of interest, its operational requirements

and functions, and the role of the human. A process ,_;hould
The type of risk an',.dysis used depends on the kind be selected that can be separated, by a reasonable person,

and quality of data available. If there are system and into a sequence of steps. Sequences pertinent to risk issues
component failure data, a reliability analysis can be associated with the gamma knife are acceptance testing,
performed. Probabilistic risk assessments (PRA) require quality assurance/control procedures, pre-therapy
component failure data to estimate system failure. Expert performance checkouts, patient treatment, _nd
judgment is usually adequate to generate risk profiles or to maintenance/servicing.
perform a quality assurance study.

Identifying and judging hazardous elements or
For relatively new medical devices, like the conditions associated with the use of the gamma knife is a

gamma knife, there are very little data about component very important stage. It provides the 'boundary conditions'
performance. Most information resides in the experience or circumscription for subsequent analyses. There are not
base of the manufacturer and users. Furthermore, enough resources to analyze everything, ad infinitum. So,
preliminary investigations of this experience base indicate a clear understanding of risky situations to be avoided is
that most errors are human related. Thus, with new necessary to direct, focus, and constrain the analysis
medical devices, the challenge is to do a risk analysis with efforts. The hazards evaluation helps identify those
very little quantitative data but with an important human .sequence elements that deserve further assessment.
factor component.

Hazards considered for the gamma knife included
The ar,_roach used is motivated by a need to have ionizing radiation exposure to the patient, practitioners,

a flexible risk analysis framework that can incorporate and the public; and hydraulic, electrical, and mech_:r,,ical
both qualitative and quantitative data about human and elements or conditions. The evaluation resulted in a l_sting
equipment factors and that is consistent with ALARA. of important quality assurance elements and _heir
Such criteria are met by the approach of developing tolerances, potential abnormal LGU operation events, and
relative rankings of risks or risk profiles, a human-oriented task list for the gamma knife treatment

path.
III. RISK ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

Tasks do not occur in isolation. Tasks are

The risk assessment methodology 2,3 consists of a performed in an environment created by management,
hierarchy of stages: facility characteristics, training, procedures, equipment,



tools, ct cetera. Thus, the task analysis must take into accurately represent potenti,'fl error propagations. Scenarios
consideration overlapping factors in order to achieve a involving concatenations of tasks should be examined to
complete accounting of human actions and their effects, validate or adjust the rankings for each task to ensure
The tasks selected were chosen because they were judged appropriate relative mnkings.
to bc the most pertinent activities affecting risks associated
with the gamma knife. The relative likelihood of error and the degree of

consequence can be estimated on a predetermined scale.
Interacting factors are incorporated into the task Studies have shown that experts are good at making

analysis by means of task data forms used to collect relative estimates on limited scales ( five to seven
information. The information categories included in the decrements) and that relative rankings are reproducible.
data forms will permit and restrict the nature of subsequent Thus, individuals or teams of experts are asked to rank
analyses and their products. The information collected can likelihood of errors and degree of consequence for each
be used to support further analyses and derive products as task. The resulting risk profiles - ranking of error times
diverse as safety, training, management, equipment ranking of severity of consequence - are aggregated and
interface, and function allocation requirements, guidelines, assimilated to obtain self-consistency by group discussion.
and procedures. Relatively high-risk or critical tasks can then be identified.

The spectrum of task data collected during the task analysis
Note that the equipment or machine factors are can be used subsequently to evaluate the effectiveness of

not ignored by this human-based task analysis. Rather, the preventive or risk mitigating measures.
human initiated actions are used to highlight those
equipment factors that are most relevant to preventing Appropriate information gathering tools include
failures. Once these identifications are made, techniques documentation analysis, both unobtrusive and participative
appropriate to estimating risks associated with equipment observations, individual interviews, survey questionnaires,
failures can be applied. Thus, equipment or engineering and both structured and unstructured group interviews.
risk analysis is contextually focused and hence Quality assurance issues can be formulated in a protocol or
economically efficient, survey format that establishes the criteria for information

to be collected and _: framework in which to collect,
B. Evaluating Risk Contributors review, and analyze the information.

Once the tasks have _.n fully analyzed, it should In the case of the gamma knife, data are collected
be possible to identify those tasks associated with the from medical associations, standard-setting organizations,
highest risks. If sufficient quantitative data are available, the manufacturer, gamma knife users, and experts. A
this is easily done by direct calculation of the risk multi-discipline team of physicians and medical physicists
equation: probability of error times measure of with expertise in teletherapy, risk assessment experts, and
consequence. Where quantitative data are substantially scientists and engineers with extensive knowledge of task
lacking, qualitative judgements need to be formalized, and and safety analyses inspected gamma units, attended
rankings can be made on a relative basis, acceptance tests, interviewed users, and observed patient

treatments. The data are verified for accuracy,
The advantage of a relative ranking scheme is its completeness, and self-consistency.

ability to compare both qualitative and quantitative data.
The best method and data available should be used to IV. RESULTS

estimate a probability of error or measure of consequence
for each risk contributor. There can be a wide variation in As part of the risk identification effort, it was
the quality of an estimation from risk contributor to important to search for extraneous radiation fields that may
contributor, but ali measures can be compared by means of affect people during system failures or abnormal operating
relative rankings. Relative rankings serve the purposes of modes. 4 First, the radiation levels were checked at the
ALARA, since it is a regulatory principle predicated on intended treatment target as a function of patient
relative and not absolute standards of performance, positioning during a normal treatment cycle. Then, field/;

were checked during a failure mode of the hydraulic system
Likely error rates and consequences for each task while a 'patient' was within the radiation unit. (The

or subtask are treated as independent from other tasks and primary concern was extraneous radiation to the patient
need to be estimated as if they were associated with close to the primary sources.) Two kinds of radiation hot
isolated events. However, many errors or consequences are spots were discovered to which a patient would be subject
mitigated by verification or checking procedures. Such while being transported between the shielding door and the
procedures must be adequately reflected in the task list, so treatment position, but not while in the treatment
that final ranking schemes can compound, for instance, the position. One hot spot (approximately 8-10% of
probability of errors for a concatenation of tasks to maximum dose rate) is due to transmission of the primary
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